
PI: Talking about Iran, and others speaking about WW3 bullshit. Iran and Trump have a agreement, this missile bullshit is all a
game. Iran is going to release the names of US Officials that supported and supplied the terrorist groups. This is Trumps plan to
get Iran to release the evidence instead of him calling them out. This is why he sent Tulsi Gabbard to Syria, and she made the
statement that there is no rebels, and Obama / Clinton / Kerry were sending guns to ISIS. This was required in advance of Iran
released the names, so it would not look like it was all made up, because it is 100% the truth. CNN and other media outlets will
not be able to twist things to fit their narrative.

Everything you see about Iran is for show. Trump is a genius. Everything he does has been planned, everything that appears to
go wrong, was planned.

Why do you think he hired Rex Tillerson? Rex Tillerson knows the inner workings of the entire system. He has met with every
foreign leader, these leaders respect him, and no they respect Trump.Do you think that these leaders of other countries actually
like these Globalists controlling every move they make? Of course not. On to Betsy Devos, her brother is Erik Prince, the
founder of Blackwater, the people Bush and Obama hired to deliver said weapons. Erik Prince was around Trump during his
entire campaign.

Bannon has all of Breitbart's research, Bannon knows people, and has contact with CIA/FBI for years. That is why Trump hired
him. Bannon is also not the "secret President" like you people claim. He is a well informed man, that is completely red pilled.

Get with the program people, Trump is 10 steps ahead, and once he kills ISIS, and released free energy tech to the world, it will
be the beginning of world peace. He will go down as a hero, and people will build monuments to remember his leadership and
leader of the free world.

Q: ALL of the names or only SOME of the names?

PI: Not sure, hopefully ALL

Q: lets assume thats true, whats with the old powerful globalists like rockefeller, rothschild, soros, etc...they certainly wouldnt be
happy about such technology?!

PI:Them not being happy is not of any concern. They can't live forever.

Trump's Secret Service, are hired Blackwater. He also has CIA and FBI on his side, and protecting him.

So called "Deep State" and other bad guys within the CIA have already been removed, and removed for good.

People like Alex Jones, have good points, but they also throw fear mongering in there to gain attention, and keep citizens tuning
in daily. So he says things like "they are trying to kill him" or false things about the CIA going after him. Trump is save, and as far
as the CIA goes, the bad ones did want him removed, but they are no longer with us.

Another thing...if you have not watched it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Af9FNFxhKw

Q: Dude, Trump actually wants to jail Hillary, it's all just a 6x transdimensional intergalactic chess match. Dude, Trump actually
wants to drain the swamp, that's why he appoints Goldman Sachs executives left and right. Dude, Trump actually loves Iran,
that's why he appoints his Jewish son-in-law with links to Likud and anti-Iranian warmongers with personal grudges against Iran
on most powerful military and intelligence positions in the government

PI: Because they worked for GS or Exxon does not make them bad people. It makes them people that like to make money, and
have a good job.

Trump is their boss, you have to remember that also. They will work to Make America Great Again, then Keep America Great.

Q: Nice shillposting

PI: I'm assuming if you attended college, paid over 100k, and got offered a job working for Goldman Sachs for 150k a year you
would turn in down? Get over it.

You are obviously one of these Trump haters that will be thanking him in a a few years. You opinion right now carries no weight,



as it was formed by getting your news from Facebook posts, Yahoo and CNN.

Q: How is it a good thing that Iran dropped the U.S. dollar?

PI: Petro dollar will not matter in a few years. And the Fed will have no power in the next few years. Everything going on, and will
go on is part of the plan, many people are starting to realize this because everything Trump does/wants/did always works out for
the best.

Q: you secret service or wallstreet?

PI: I work at the Pentagon actually. That is all the info I will give out.

Q: What did he mean about removing columns? Taking out the Freemasons?

PI: columns (fifth column, deep state, corrupt government officials, the guys at the table, whatever name you with to give them)

Q: OP completely sidestepped the JQ.

PI: I did not side step the JQ. Yes, the Zionist Jews have to go, and they will go. They have been in power long enough.
Hollywood has already began to collapse due to its own weight. With the protests, video, speeches. It is a big turn off in the eyes
of your average 9-5 American. People do not like politics brought into their entertainment, and the idea that celebrities think they
matter more than the Average Joe.

Hollywood has lost a good chuck of power, and they will have to adjust to even try to gain it back, and I doubt they will. Once the
influence of the media is gone, the Jews loose power to push their agenda.

Once Sessions takes his seat, we will begin to see changes, dealing with the protests, riots.

We will see nationwide conceal carry, without the need to a permit. More American's will start carrying their weapons. Trump
supports on average are gun owners. If they choose to support Trump and get attacked, these Soros minions will be terminated
with no repercussions.

Q: This is what I predicted as well op. I see no other explanation for Iran and in precious threads I also mentioned the suspicion
of tulsi gabard going to Syria after Eva Bartlett already reported to the UN. When will arrests start? Suides?

PI: Some as early as next week. Need Sessions first, but he has to vote for Betsy, then Sessions vote will take place. Her votes
will take place Monday morning, Session's will be soon after, as late as Tuesday. Then you will see things happening.

Q: I knew that was why they were holding up Sessions. Is day of the rope actually happening OP? will this have anything to do
with pizzagate? Or only about arming terrorists?

PI: Day of the rope for whom? As to arrests, both but I have no idea how it will go down.

Q: Is this why the Clinton foundation began closing and companies severed ties suddenly after trump won? To try to cover their
asses? It just looked worse to be honest and confirmed pay to play

PI: I would assume that has something to do with it. The information I get is directly from friends. I really have no other
information that is important that I have not already mentioned.

Mr Trump does know many of the people that surround him post on pol, and he likes it. It is a way of getting out information with
no real way the media can talk about it because of the source. It is rather funny. So if someone says something like me, there is
a chance the information is coming from a good source.

All of the information I have given to you guys on here this evening is 100% true, you can choose to believe it or fuck off

Oh oh, before I go, I have heard that Trump may make a announcement during Superbowl's halftime to kill the Gaga rhetoric /
performance, but this is just a rumor but it would be funny.


